A reluctance machine including a plurality of phase windings where each phase winding comprises a plurality of fractional-pitched coils. The reluctance machine may be coupled to a drive that can energize one, two or more of the phase windings to provide output torque that is derived from: (i) the self-inductances of the phase windings; (ii) a combination of the self-inductances of the phase windings and the mutual inductances between the phase windings; or (iii) the mutual inductances between the phase windings.
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RELUKTANZMASCHINE MIT BETRUGSWEISEN PITCH-WINDUNG UND BETEILT DARIHERFÜR

FELD DES INVENTIONS

Dieses Erfindung bezieht sich auf Reluktanzmaschinen und Maschinensysteme und, im besonderen, zu geschalteten Reluktanzmaschinen und Maschinensystemen. More spezifisch, die heutige Erfindung bezieht sich auf Wicklungsanordnungen für Reluktanzmaschinen und Triebwerke für solche Maschinen.

HINTERGRUND DES INVENTIONS


Abbildung 1 zeigt eine reine Darstellung einer traditionellen "einfache Zähne" Reluktanzmaschine aufbauend auf ein 6 -polige Ständer 10 und ein 4 -pole rotor 12. Die Laminationen, die den Ständer haben 6 innenprojizierenden Statorzähne 13-18, die ein stator Zahn haben 6. jeder Statorzahn 13-18 ist von einem Einzelfeld von Draht a, b, c, und die Wicklungen umgebenen Statorzähne sind elektrisch verbunden, um drei Wicklungen einer, zwei und drei. Die Lage der Wicklungen ist reflektiert durch die Kreuze und Kreuze von Abbildung 1, in denen die Kreuze repräsentieren Drahtportions, wo positive elektrischer Strom eintreten und die Dots repräsentieren Drahtportionen, wo positive elektrischer Strom fließt.

Typische Betriebsweise einer einfachen -Zähne Reluktanzmaschine, jeder Wicklung wird energisiert für einen Intervall entsprechend einem Drittel der kompletten Rotorrotation so, dass jedes Phase Wicklungen zu positiver Torque production ein-Drittel der Zeit.

Einfache Reluktanzmaschinen, wie die in Abbildung 1 illustrierte, sind etwas begrenzt in der Art, dass der Mechanismus für Torque production in solchen Maschinen ist exklusiv eine Funktion der Induktivität der jeweiligen energisierten Wicklung. Because of the single-tooth nature of the Wicklungen, there is no mutual coupling between the machine Phasen and, thus, there is no significant Torque production resulting from changes in the mutual Induktivitäten zwischen den Phase Wicklungen. As such, the maximum Torque output and efficiency of Reluktanzmaschinen mit single-tooth Wicklungen is limited because the useful interval of such a Wicklung is limited to those periods when the self Induktivität for that Wicklung is increasing.
Despite the potential limitations of single-tooth winding configurations, the conventional wisdom of those working in the area of reluctance machines is that single-tooth windings are desirable because mutual inductance between the phase windings is, as a general matter, undesirable. The entrenched bias is expressed in publications concerning reluctance machines, including A. Hughes et al., "Effect of Operating Mode on Torque-Speed Characteristics of a VR Motor presented at the July 1976 International Conference on Stepping Motors and Systems" at Leeds University, Leeds, England, which contends that mutual inductance between phases diminishes the available torque production of three-phase reluctance machines with standard uni-polar excitations.

In contrast with the single-tooth machines discussed above -- where there is no significant mutual inductance and all torque is produced as a function of self inductance -- reluctance machine designs have been proposed where there is no self inductance and torque production is exclusively a function of changes in the mutual inductance between the phase windings. Such reluctance machines use fully-pitched winding arrangements. In general, a fully-pitched winding is a winding including winding coils that span M stator poles, where M is an integer equal to the number of phase windings. One such design was proposed by B. C. Mecrow in his paper entitled, "New Winding Configuration for Doubly Salient Reluctance Machines," published at the October 1992 IEEE Industry Applications Society Annual Meeting held in Houston, Texas.

Figure 2 illustrates a reluctance machine using a fully-pitched winding of the type disclosed in the referenced Mecrow paper. In general, the machine includes a six-pole stator 20 and a four pole rotor 22 that are substantially identical in construction to the rotor 10 and stator 12 of the single-tooth machine of Figure 1. The primary difference between the single-tooth machine of Figure 1 and the fully-pitched machine of Figure 2 is the placement and arrangement of the windings. In the fully-pitched machine of Figure 3, there are only three winding coils a, b and c, and each coil is positioned within the stator such that the ends of the coils in the inter-pole gaps are offset from one another by 180 mechanical degrees for the illustrated six stator pole/four rotor pole design. Because of the fully-pitched nature of the windings of the machine of Figure 2, virtually all of the torque production occurs as a result of changes in the mutual inductances between the two windings. As explained in the Mecrow paper, in such a machine, each phase winding is energized over a period covering two thirds of a complete rotor revolution such that each phase winding contributes, through changes in the mutual inductances between the two windings, to positive torque production for a period corresponding to two-thirds of each rotor rotation.


The fully-pitched nature of the windings in a fully-pitched reluctance machine causes the various phase windings to have a fairly high self inductance when compared to the inductance of the phase windings in a single-tooth reluctance machine. This relatively high self inductance limits the rate of change of the current in the phase windings and thus restricts the speed at which the phase current can increase from zero to the peak value -- and thus
to the peak torque producing value. Accordingly, the fully-pitched nature of the windings in fully-pitched machine results in a "high self-inductance penalty" in that the drive used to power the motor must be sufficiently large to drive the currents to their desired value in an acceptable amount of time or the performance of the machine must be compromised because of the limitations placed on the phase current waveforms by the relatively high self-inductance.

A further drawback of fully-pitched machines is that the amount of end-turn copper that is required to construct the fully-pitched coils used to form the phase windings. Such large and long end-turns result in increased manufacturing costs that can be directly tied to the amount of copper in the windings. Moreover, the relatively large amount of copper that is necessary to construct such fully-pitched windings results in increased resistance or copper losses during the normal operation of the machine.

It is an object of the present invention to provide an improved reluctance machine that overcomes the referenced and other limitations of single-tooth and fully-pitched reluctance machines.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

The present invention overcomes the described and other limitations of traditional reluctance machines by providing a reluctance machine having a stator that includes a plurality of phase windings where each phase winding comprises a number of electrically connected "fractional-pitched" coils. The coils are fractional-pitched in that they have a pitch that is between the limited pitch of a single-tooth coil and that of a fully-pitched coil. The fractional-pitch nature of the coils of the machines of the present invention allows both the self inductance of the phase windings and the mutual inductances between the phase windings to contribute to the torque output of the machine. Depending on the positioning of the fractional-pitch coils within the stator, the mutual inductances between the phase windings can either be symmetric (e.g., of the same polarity and form but out of phase) or non-symmetric (e.g., not of the same polarity and form). If the fractional-pitched windings are non-symmetric, the energization currents necessary to provide output torque as a function of self and mutual inductances will vary in form between the three phase windings. If the fractional-pitch windings are symmetric, the energization currents necessary to provide torque output as a function of both self and mutual inductances or just mutual inductances, may be of the same form but out of phase by a given amount.

The present invention also relates to methods for energizing reluctance machines having fractional-pitched windings as described above.

The various attributes of the present invention may be understood from a review of the figures contained in this specification which are summarized below.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

Figure 1 illustrates an example of a traditional "single-tooth" reluctance machine.

Figure 2 illustrates a reluctance machine having fully-pitched windings.

Figure 3 illustrates a six stator pole, four rotor pole reluctance machine in accordance with the present invention having fractional-pitched windings.

Figure 4 illustrates the self inductance of the three phase windings of the machine of Figure 3 and the mutual inductances between the three phase windings as a function of the angular position of the rotor.

Figure 5 illustrates an exemplary "single-phase" energization scheme that may be used to drive the machine of Figure 3 such that only one phase winding is energized at a given time.
Figure 6 illustrates an exemplary "two-phase" energization scheme that may be used to drive the machine of Figure 3 such that two of the phase windings are energized simultaneously.

Figure 7 illustrates an exemplary drive that may be used to implement the energization scheme of Figure 6 with the machine of Figure 3.

Figure 8 illustrates an exemplary "three-phase" energization scheme that may be used to drive the machine of Figure 3 such that three of the phase windings are energized simultaneously.

Figure 9 illustrates an exemplary drive which can be used to implement the three-phase energization scheme of Figure 8 with the machine of Figure 1.

Figure 10 illustrates an alternate embodiment of a six stator pole, four rotor pole reluctance machine having fractional-pitched windings in accordance with the present invention.

Figure 11 illustrates the self inductances of the three-phase windings of the machine of Figure 10 and the mutual inductances between the three-phase windings as a function of the angular position of the rotor.

Figure 12 illustrates an exemplary "single-phase" energization scheme that may be used to drive the machine of Figure 10 such that only one phase winding is energized at a given time.

Figure 13 illustrates an exemplary "two-phase" energization scheme that may be used to drive the machine of Figure 10 such that two of the phase windings are energized simultaneously.

Figure 14 illustrates an exemplary "three-phase" energization scheme that may be used to drive the machine of Figure 10 such that three of the phase windings are energized simultaneously.

Figure 15 illustrates an alternate exemplary "three-phase" energization scheme that may be used to drive the machine of Figure 10 such that three of the phase windings are energized simultaneously.

Figure 16 illustrates an exemplary twelve stator pole, eight rotor pole reluctance machine having fractional-pitched windings in accordance with the present invention.

Figure 17 illustrates an alternate twelve stator pole, eight rotor pole reluctance machine in accordance with the present invention having fractional-pitched windings in accordance with the present invention.

Figure 18 illustrates a symmetric drive that may be used to drive the reluctance machine of Figure 17.

Similar reference characters indicate similar parts throughout the several views of the drawings.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION

Turning to the drawings, and in particular Figure 3, a reluctance machine 30 in accordance with the present invention is illustrated. In general, reluctance machine 30 includes a stator 32 defining six inwardly directed stator poles and a rotor 34 defining four outwardly extending rotor poles. The stator 32 and the rotor 34 may be constructed from a plurality of laminations of appropriate material, e.g., steel, and the basic construction of the stator 32 and the rotor 34 laminations may be accomplished using standard techniques for constructing such elements for a reluctance machine.

While the laminations that comprises stator 32 and rotor 34 may be standard, the winding arrangement of machine 30 is not. In Figure 30 there are three-phase windings A, B and C, with each phase winding made up of two coils such that phase winding A comprises coils a1 and a2, phase winding B comprises coils b1 and b2, and phase winding C comprises coils c1 and c2. The two coils that make up the phase windings may be connected in series or parallel. In the example of Figure 3, the coils comprising each phase winding are connected in parallel. For machines having a different stator pole/rotor pole combination (e.g., Nx6/Nx4), the coils that comprise a given
phase winding may be connected through a combination of series and parallel connections.

As illustrated in Figure 3, the coils that comprise each phase winding are not "single-tooth" coils because they encircle more than a single stator. Moreover, the coils that comprise the phase winding are not fully-pitched coils. Instead, each of the coils in the embodiment 30 of Figure 3 is a "fractional-pitch" coil that spans (or stator poles) more teeth than a single tooth coil but fewer teeth than a fully-pitched coil.

The precise arrangement and orientation of the fractional-pitch coils of the machine 30 of Figure 3 is expressed by the dot and cross identifiers. The convention used in the Figure is such that if the dot and the cross are viewed as components of an arrow, positive electrical current would flow from the back (or tail) end of the arrow (the cross) through to the point end of the arrow (the dot). This positive electric current would result in the production of a magnetic field that "following the right-hand rule" would have a north pole corresponding to the direction the thumb of a hand would point if the fingers of the hand followed the arrow with the tips of the fingers pointing in the direction of the tip of the arrow. Thus, positive electric current flowing through coil a_1 would result in a magnetic field having a north pole in the direction of the dotted arrow 36 illustrated in Figure 3. Similar magnetic fields would be established from positive energization of the other coils.

Because of the fractional-pitched nature of the coils that comprise the windings A, B and C, there is a change in the self inductance of each winding and in the mutual inductance between the windings as the rotor 34 rotates within the stator 32. Accordingly, when the phase windings are properly energized both mutual and self inductance contributions to the output torque can be realized.

Figure 4 illustrates the self inductances L_a, L_b, L_c of the three-phase windings A, B and C of the machine 30 of Figure 3 and the mutual inductances M_ab, M_bc and M_ca between the respective phase windings as a function of the angular position of the rotor \theta_r. The derivatives of the various self inductances and mutual inductances as a function of the rotor's angular position are also illustrated.

For the three-phase reluctance machine 30 of Figure 3, the torque output of the machine may be approximated by the following equation, Equation (1):

\[ T_{out} = \frac{1}{2} i_a \frac{\partial L_a}{\partial \theta_r} + \frac{1}{2} i_b \frac{\partial L_b}{\partial \theta_r} + \frac{1}{2} i_c \frac{\partial L_c}{\partial \theta_r} + i_a i_b \frac{\partial M_{ab}}{\partial \theta_r} + i_a i_c \frac{\partial M_{ac}}{\partial \theta_r} + i_b i_c \frac{\partial M_{bc}}{\partial \theta_r}, \]

where \( i_a, i_b \) and \( i_c \) represent the current flowing in the phase windings A, B and C and where the first three variables in the equation correspond to the total self-inductance torque contribution and where the last three variables in the equation correspond to the mutual-inductance torque contribution.

As a review of Figure 4 and Equation (1) reveals, the phase energization currents flowing in the phase windings of the machine 30 of Figure 3 may be controlled such that the total torque output is either completely a result of self-inductance torque, a result completely of the mutual-inductance torque, or a combination of the two.

Figure 5 illustrates one current switching scheme that may be used to drive the machine 30 of Figure 1 such that only one phase winding is energized at a given time and such that all of the torque output is a result of self inductance. In this particular switching scheme, because only one phase winding is energized at a given time, one of the current variables in each of the last three variables in Equation (1) will always be zero such that there is no mutual-inductance torque produced under this scheme.

Comparing Figures 4 and 5 it may be noted that in the "single-phase" energization scheme of Figure 5 each phase winding is energized only during the intervals of rotor rotation when the self inductance of the phase winding
is increasing. For example, referring to Figures 4 and 5 it may be noted that the self inductance of phase winding A is increasing over the intervals designated as 43 and 46. Thus, electric current is established in phase winding A during these intervals. Similarly, the self inductance of phase winding B is increasing during the intervals defined by 41, 44 and 47, thus phase B is energized during those intervals and phase C is energized during the intervals designated as 42, 45 and 48.

Because the self-inductance torque contribution is a function of the square of the current, the polarity of the current in the phase winding in the single-phase excitation mode of Figure 5 is unimportant. In this respect, the energization scheme of Figure 5 is similar to the switching schemes used with standard “single-tooth” wound switched reluctance machines. Thus, standard switched reluctance machine drives may be used with the machine 30 of Figure 3.

In addition to the single-phase energization scheme of Figure 5, a “two-phase” energization scheme in which two of the phase windings are energized simultaneously may be used to provide for torque output that is a combination of both the self inductances of the phase windings and the mutual inductances between the various phase windings. The current waveforms for such a switching scheme are illustrated in Figure 6. In this switching scheme, each phase winding is energized during: (i) the rotational interval over which its self inductance is increasing (i.e., the same energization intervals used in the scheme of Figure 5); and (ii) a rotational period during which positive mutual-inductance torque can be produced.

Comparing Figures 5 and 6 it may be appreciated that part of the energization scheme (the self inductance portion) overlaps completely with the single-phase excitation scheme of Figure 5. Thus, phase A continues to be energized during intervals 43 and 46, phase B during intervals 41, 44 and 47, and phase C during intervals 42, 45 and 48. In addition, however, each phase winding is also energized during a period when energization of the phase winding will produce positive mutual-inductance torque.

Referring to Figure 6 and using phase A as an example, phase A is energized during intervals 43 and 46 to produce “self-inductance” torque. Phase A is also energized during the intervals 41, 44 and 47. As reflected in Figure 4, during these intervals, the mutual inductance between phases A and B is increasing. (Similarly, Phase A is energized during intervals 43 and 46 where the mutual inductance between Phases A and C is increasing.) During the intervals during which phase A is not energized, intervals 42, 45 and 48, the self inductance of the phase A winding is decreasing. Thus, energization of the phase A winding during this period would, regardless of the polarity of the energization current, result in a negative torque contribution as a result of the self inductance of the phase A winding. In the scheme of Figure 6, the phase A winding is energized during all intervals for which energization of the phase winding would not produce negative self-reluctance torque.

In a manner similar to the energization of phase A, phase C is energized during each interval for which it will not produce negative torque, including intervals 42, 45 and 48 and intervals 43, 46 and 49.

The phase energization scheme of phase B in the two-phase mode of Figure 6 is similar to that for phases A and C in that phase B is energized during all intervals for which energization of the phase winding would not produce negative torque. Because of the precise arrangement of the fractional-pitched coils that comprise phase winding B, however, the energization of phase B in the energization scheme of Figure 6 differs slightly from that of phases A and C, in that, while the phase A and B currents are uni-directional, the phase B currents are bi-directional and include currents of both positive and negative polarities. For example, during the intervals of increasing self
inductance, intervals 41, 44 and 47, the polarity of the energization current of phase B must be the same as the polarity of the phase current in phase A to obtain a positive mutual-inductance torque contribution since the mutual inductance between phases A and B are increasing during those intervals.

During intervals 42, 45 and 48, however, the self inductance of phase B is not changing (thus, there is no self-inductance torque contribution) but the mutual inductance between phase B and phase C during those intervals is decreasing resulting in a negative derivative of the mutual inductance between phases C and B with respect to rotor position during those intervals. Referring to Equation 1, it may be noted that with a negative mutual-inductance gradient, the product of the current in the two mutually linked windings must be negative to produce positive torques. Thus, for a positive torque contribution, the polarity of the phase current in phase B must be of a polarity opposite that of phase C. Accordingly, during the intervals 42, 45 and 48, the phase energization current for phase B is of a negative polarity in Figure 6.

The particular two-phase switching scheme of Figure 6 when used with the machine 30 of Figure 3 provides for a greater torque output than available with the single-phase switching scheme of Figure 5 because the total torque contribution at any given time is a function of both the self inductance of an energized phase winding and the mutual inductance between two energized phase windings. This energization scheme, however, requires the use of bi-polar excitation currents for one of the phase windings (winding B in the example) which requires a special type of drive circuit.

One exemplary drive that may be combined with the machine 30 of Figure 3 to implement the energization scheme of Figure 6 is illustrated in Figure 7. Figure 7 illustrates an exemplary drive 70 that includes a DC bus formed from an upper DC bus rail 70+ and a lower DC bus rail 70-. The DC voltage provided across the DC bus may be provided by any suitable source including a battery or an AC-DC converter. A filter capacitor (not illustrated) or other regulating device may be used to store recovered energy provided to the DC bus and/or to stabilize and regulate the DC voltage appearing across the DC bus.

Each of the phase windings A and C is coupled across the DC bus by an upper power switching device 72 and a lower power switching device 73 and upper and lower flyback diodes 74 and 75. The dot on the phase windings in Figure 7 corresponds to the point in the winding into which positive polarity current would flow.

The power switching devices 72 and 73 may be any suitable power switching device and the precise structure of the devices will vary depending on the size and application of the reluctance machine to which drive 30 is coupled and on the nature of the switching signals applied to the power switching devices. In general, however, the devices may be transistors including bi-polar junction transistors, MOSFETs, IGBTs, and the like, or other suitable power switching devices such as a mechanical switch.

As those of ordinary skill in the art will appreciate from Figure 7, the switching arrangement used with windings A and C allows for the generation of uni-polar currents in the phase windings. Specifically, actuating the power switching devices 73 and 74 into a conductive state will apply the DC voltage appearing across the DC bus to the appropriate phase winding such that electric current will flow into the phase winding at the point marked with the dot.

The switching arrangement used with phase windings A and C is capable of establishing uni-polar currents. Because bi-polar currents must be established in phase winding B to implement the switching scheme of Figure 6, a different switching arrangement must be used for that phase. Referring to Figure 7, the switching arrangement used
with the phase B winding in that example is an H-bridge arrangement, including two upper power switching devices 76, 77 and two lower power switching devices 78, 79. The construction of the power switching devices 76-79 may be the same constructions as previously discussed with respect to power switching devices 72 and 73 except that power switching devices 76-79 each require an anti-parallel reverse-recovery diode which may be intrinsic in some types of devices such as MOSFETs. Such anti-parallel diodes are not illustrated but their construction and positions, when necessary, will be apparent to those of ordinary skill in the art.

By appropriately energizing the power switching devices associated with phase winding B, bi-polar currents may be established in the phase B winding. For example, if power switching devices 76 and 79 are actuated into a conductive condition, then the DC voltage across the DC bus will be applied to phase winding B in such a manner that electric current flows into the end of phase winding B marked with a dot in Figure 7. Thus, this condition results in the production of positive electric current in the phase B winding. In a similar manner, if the power switching devices 77 and 78 are actuated into a conductive condition, the reverse of the voltage across the DC bus will be applied to the phase winding, and electric current will flow into the end of phase winding B opposite that of the end marked with a dot in Figure 7, thus producing current of a negative polarity in phase winding B.

As those skilled in the art will appreciate, by activating the various power switching devices of drive 70 as a function of rotor position (e.g., by monitoring the angular position of the rotor), the energization scheme of Figure 6 (and even that of Figure 5) may be implemented. Additionally, by modulating the actuating signals applied to the power switching devices (e.g., through pulse width modulation or pulse frequency modulate), the magnitudes of the currents in the phase winding may be controlled in such a manner that the rotational speed and/or torque output of the machine to which the drive 70 is coupled may be controlled. The implementation of such control schemes using drive 70 is well within the ability of one of ordinary skill in the art having the benefit of this disclosure and will thus not be addressed herein in greater detail.

In addition to the single-phase and two-phase energization schemes discussed above, the machine 30 of Figure 3 may also be energized in a "three-phase" mode in which, at any given time, all three-phase windings are energized. One example of such a three-phase energization scheme is illustrated in Figure 8.

Referring to Figure 8, each of the phase windings is energized during intervals corresponding to the "two-phase" energization scheme discussed above. In additional, however, each phase winding is energized during the remaining intervals during which the self inductance of the phase winding is decreasing such that there is a negative self-inductance torque contribution from that phase winding during the remaining intervals. For example, in the switching scheme of Figure 8, phase winding A is energized during intervals 42, 45, and 48. Referring to Figure 4, it may be noted that during these intervals the self inductance of phase winding A is decreasing such that there is a negative torque contribution during those intervals from phase A. There is, however, a mutual inductance contribution involving phase A during each of these intervals.

For example, during interval 42, the mutual inductance between phase A and C is zero, but the mutual inductance between phases A and B is negative. Referring to Figure 8, however, it may be noted that the polarity of the current in phase B during this interval is also negative. Thus, the net mutual-inductance contribution to torque during interval 42 resulting from the mutual inductance between phase A and phase B is positive. By appropriately constructing the coils that comprise the phase windings or by controlling the magnitudes of the current flowing in
the phase windings A and B during this interval, it is possible to ensure that the net torque contribution from phase A during the interval 42 is positive. Thus, while continuous energization of phase A results in the production of some negative self-inductance torque, the overall torque contribution resulting from the continuous energization of phase A is positive. In a similar manner, the phase windings B and C are continuously energized to produce a net positive torque during each interval.

To ensure that the net torque produced in each phase winding is positive over each interval using the energization scheme of Figure 8, the current flowing in one of the phase windings (in the example, phase winding A) should be continuous and of a single polarity and the currents flowing in the other two-phase windings should be bi-polar. As such, traditional uni-polar drives can not be used to drive machine 30 of Figure 3 according to the switching scheme exemplified by Figure 8. One exemplary drive which can be used to implement the three-phase energization scheme of Figure 8 is illustrated in Figure 9.

Figure 9 illustrates a drive 90 including a DC bus 91 having a positive bus rail 91+ and a negative bus rail 91-. A DC filter capacitor 92 may be coupled across the DC bus. Because the energization current in phase A for the energization scheme of Figure 8 is a continuous, uni-polar current, phase A is simply coupled across the DC bus 91. If the magnitude of the current in the phase A winding is to be controlled through pulse width modulation or other suitable techniques, a power switching device and a flyback diode (not illustrated) may be set to couple the phase A winding to the DC bus 91.

Each of phase windings B and C is coupled to the DC by a switching arrangement comprising four power switching devices arranged in an H-bridge configuration. These switching devices may be operated in the manner described above for power switching devices 76-79 of Figure 7. Notably, the number of switching arrangements for drive 90 is one less than the number of phase windings.

The reluctance machine 30 of Figure 3 is only one example of the manner in which fractional-pitch windings may be used to provide an improved performance reluctance machine. A further example of an improved reluctance machine utilizing fractional-pitched windings is provided in Figure 10.

Figure 10 illustrates a three-phase, six stator pole, four rotor pole reluctance machine whose stator and rotor are constructed in the manner previously described in connection with Figure 3. In a manner similar to that of Figure 3, each of the three-phase windings A, B and C comprises two coils where each of the coils is a fractional-pitched coil. The arrangement of the coils of the machine 100 of Figure 10, however, is different from that of the machine 30 of Figure 3, primarily in that the coils for the phase B and C windings are placed in the stator in the opposite direction. The precise arrangement of the coils is reflected by the dot and cross notations of Figure 10.

Figure 11 illustrates the self and mutual inductances for the three-phase windings A, B and C of the machine 100 of Figure 10 as a function of the angular position of the rotor. As may be noted from a comparison of Figure 11 and Figure 4, the self inductances of the three-phase windings are substantially similar to those of machine 30 of Figure 3, but the mutual inductances of the machine 100 differ from those of machine 30 primarily in that the mutual inductances for the machine 100 are all negative. In particular, the mutual inductances for machine 100 are "symmetric" in that they are at the same polarity and term but are out of phase by a given amount.

Just as the machine 30 of Figure 3 may be operated in a single-phase mode where all of the torque production is provided from the self inductance of the three-phase windings so, too, may machine 100. Such an exemplary switching scheme for the machine 100 is illustrated in Figure 12. As may be noted, the single-phase
switching scheme for machine 100 is virtually identical to that illustrated in Figure 5 for machine 30 of Figure 3. This is because the directionality of the coils that comprise the phase windings does not appreciably affect the self inductance of the phase windings. Standard reluctance drives may be used to implement the switching scheme of Figure 12.

Figure 13 illustrates a two-phase switching scheme for machine 100 in which the total torque output of the machine is a contribution of both the self inductance of the phase windings and the mutual inductance between the phase windings. Because the mutual inductances for the machine 100 differ from that of machine 30, the two-phase switching scheme for machine 100 differs from machine 30. Specifically, because of the nature of the windings in machine 100, the two-phase switching scheme allows the phase currents to be “symmetric” to the extent that the energizations currents for the three-phase windings are of the same form but are displaced from one another by a given angular amount. In general, the energization currents should be separated by an angular amount equal to one stator pole pitch. In many applications, the symmetric two-phase energization scheme of Figure 13 will be easier to implement than that of Figure 6 because the symmetric nature of the energization currents may allow for a simpler and less costly rotor position transducer and a simpler and less costly control circuit.

Because the energization currents for all three of the phase windings in the energization scheme of Figure 13 are bi-polar, standard switched reluctance drives cannot be used to implement the switching scheme. A suitable three-phase, bi-polar drive -- such as a three-phase full H-bridge drive -- can be used. Moreover, because the symmetric energization currents are similar to those found in standard induction motors, a standard induction motor drive may be used with little or no hardware modification to drive machine 100 according to the energization scheme of Figure 12.

Two different “three-phase” energization schemes may be used to operate the machine 100 of Figure 10 such that the totality of its torque output is contributed by the mutual inductances among the three-phase windings. One such switching scheme, illustrated in Figure 14, is similar to that of Figure 8 for machine 30. In both instances, the phase energization current for phase winding A is continuous. Because the directionality of the coils comprising phases B and C of machine 100 of Figure 10 is opposite that of the coils comprising phases B and C of machine 30, the polarity of the phase energization currents for phase windings B and C of machine 100 in the energization scheme of Figure 14, at any time during phase energization, is opposite that of the phase energization currents for phases A and B in the energization scheme of Figure 8. The drive 90 of Figure 9 may be used to implement the energization scheme of Figure 14 with the machine 100 of Figure 10.

An alternate three-phase switching scheme for machine 100 is illustrated in Figure 15. In this energization scheme, the energization currents for the three phase windings are identical but are out of phase from one another by a constant angular amount, which in the example is one stator pole pitch. Any drive capable of establishing three-phase bi-polar currents -- such as a full H-bridge or a traditional induction motor drive -- may be used to establish the energization currents illustrated in Figure 15. As with the two-phase energization scheme of Figure 13, the energization currents for the three-phase energization scheme of Figure 15 are symmetric, thus potentially reducing the complexity of the rotor position transducer and control circuitry that would otherwise be required to implement a non-symmetric switching scheme.

The six stator pole/four rotor pole machines of Figures 3 and 10 discussed above are exemplary of fractional-pitch reluctance machines in accordance with the present invention. Fractional-pitch windings may also
be used with reluctance machines having different stator pole/rotor pole combinations. For example, Figure 16 illustrates an exemplary reluctance machine in accordance with the present invention having twelve stator poles and eight rotor poles.

The machine 160 of Figure 16 has a twelve pole stator 162 and an eight pole rotor 164 that may be constructed in the manner previously described in connection with the rotor and stator of machine 30 of Figure 3. Three phase windings A, B and C are placed within the stator 162 and each phase winding comprises four fractional-pitch coils arranged as illustrated in Figure 16. As with the coils of machines 30 and 100, the coils that comprise a given phase winding may be coupled together in a series or parallel relationship.

The machine 160 of Figure 16 is similar to machine 30 of Figure 3 in that energization of the machine according to a two-phase or three-phase energization scheme requires non-symmetric phase currents akin to those illustrated in the switching schemes associated with machine 30. The non-symmetric nature of the machine 160 depends from the manner in which the fractional-pitched coils are placed within the machine. In the machine of Figure 16, the coils are placed within the stator such that the mutual inductances between the three phase windings are not symmetric.

Because multi-phase energization of the machine 160 will require bi-polar currents in all three of the phase windings, a suitable three-phase, bi-polar current drive (e.g., a three-phase H-bridge with four switches per phase) may be used to drive machine 160.

Figure 17 illustrates an alternate designed for a fractional-pitched twelve stator pole, eight rotor pole machine 170. Machine 170 has a rotor and a stator that are constructed in a manner substantially identical to that of machine 160, but the coils that comprise the three phase windings are placed within the stator in a different manner as reflected by Figure 17. The fractional-pitched winding arrangement used in machine 170 is "symmetric" in that the mutual inductances (and thus the energization currents for acceptable two- and three-phase energization schemes) are symmetric. In this manner, machine 170 is similar to machine 100 of Figure 10.

Just as with machine 160, machine 170 may be energized according to single-phase, two-phase and three-phase energization schemes. A standard H-bridge drive with four switches per phase may be used to drive machine 160. Moreover, because of the symmetric nature of machine 170, a symmetric inverter having only six power switching devices may be used to drive machine 170. One example of a system having such a drive is illustrated in Figure 18.

Figure 18 illustrates a symmetric drive 180 having a DC bus 181 that defines a positive rail 181+ and a negative rail 181-. A DC voltage is provided to the DC bus by a DC power supply 182 that may be a DC battery, an AC-DC converter, or other suitable source of DC power. Coupled across the rails of DC bus 181 are an upper DC capacitor 183 and a lower DC capacitor 184. The capacitors 183 and 184 are coupled together at a common point 185. Also coupled across the DC bus are sets of power switching devices 186. Each set of power switching devices is associated with one of the three-phase windings A, B and C of reluctance machine 170, and each set of power switching devices comprises an upper power switching device and a lower power switching device. As with the power switching devices described above, the power switching devices comprising sets 186 may be transistors, mechanical devices or the like. In general, the power switching devices should also provide a return path for current when the power switching device is actuated in a non-conductive state. For certain types of devices (e.g., power MOSFETs), this return path will be available because of the intrinsic diode such devices provide. For other types
of devices, it may be necessary to add a flyback diode across the power switching devices. In the example of Figure 180, the power switching devices comprising sets 186 are illustrated as consisting of a transistor switch and a diode, although the diode may be the intrinsic diode of the transistor.

Coupled to the junction of the two power switching devices of each set 186 is one end of one of the phase windings A, B and C of machine 170. The other ends of the three phase windings are coupled together in a star configuration, and the junction point for the three phase windings is brought out and electrically coupled to junction 185.

A controller and current regulator 188 receives current feedback signals indicative of the current in the phase windings and signals from a rotor position transducer 189 representing the angular position of the rotor. In response to the output signals from the rotor position transducer 189 and the current feedback signals the controller 188 generates gating signals used to drive the power switching devices comprising sets 186. The precise nature and form of the switching signals will vary depending on the energization scheme selected to drive machine 170 and can be derived by one of ordinary skill in the art having the benefit of this disclosure.

The symmetric drive 180 may also be used to drive the symmetric machine 100 of Figure 10, previously described.

Although not illustrated, the drive 180 of Figure 18 may be used to drive a machine where the common connection between the three-phase phase windings is left floating rather than connected to the common junction 185.

The fractional-pitch machines illustrated and described herein provide significant advantages over traditional single-tooth and fully-pitched reluctance machines. In particular, the costs for constructing a fractional-pitch machine in accordance with the present invention is often less than that for a comparable fully-pitched or single-tooth machine both in terms of copper and in terms of steel. Moreover, because of the use of both self and mutual inductances for torque production, a smoother torque output with minimal torque ripples may be obtained and the torque output is increased resulting in a higher torque density. Still further, the symmetric, bi-polar energization schemes that may be used with fractional-pitch machines in accordance with the present invention allow for the use of standard induction motor pulse width modulation inverters to drive the machines with little or no hardware modification.

The above description of several exemplary embodiments is made by way of example and not for purposes of limitation. Many variations may be made to the embodiments and methods disclosed herein without departing from the scope and spirit of the present invention. For example, the present invention is applicable to a number of reluctance machine embodiments, having various phase, stator pole/rotor pole combinations and to reluctance machines having rotor configurations different from those exemplified in this application. The present invention is intended to be limited only by the scope and spirit of the following claims.
CLAIMS

We claim as our invention:

1. A stator for a reluctance machine that defines a plurality of stator poles and that includes a plurality of phase windings positioned within the stator wherein at least one phase winding comprises a fractional-pitched coil.

2. The stator of claim 1 wherein the phase winding comprises a plurality of fractional-pitched coils that are electrically coupled in parallel.

3. The stator of claim 1 wherein each phase winding comprises a plurality of fractional-pitched coils that are electrically coupled in series.

4. The stator of claim 3 wherein the stator defines six stator teeth and wherein each of the fractional-pitched coils surrounds two stator teeth.

5. The stator of claim 3 wherein the stator defines twelve stator teeth and wherein each of the fractional-pitched coils surrounds two stator teeth.

6. The stator of claim 1 wherein the coils for the phase windings are positioned within the stator such that the mutual inductances between the respective phase windings are symmetric.

7. The stator of claim 1 wherein the coils for the phase windings are positioned within the stator such that the mutual inductances between the respective phase windings are non-symmetric.

8. A reluctance machine comprising:
   a stator defining a plurality of stator poles;
   a rotor defining a plurality of rotor poles;
   a phase winding positioned within the stator wherein the phase winding comprises a plurality of fractional-pitched coils.

9. The reluctance machine of claim 8 wherein the stator defines six stator teeth and the rotor defines four rotor poles and each coil encircles two stator teeth.

10. The reluctance machine of claim 9 wherein there are three phase windings and each phase winding comprises two fractional-pitch coils.

11. The reluctance machine of claim 10 wherein the mutual inductances between the respective phase windings are symmetric.

12. The reluctance machine of claim 8 wherein the stator defined twelve stator teeth and the rotor defines eight rotor poles.

13. The reluctance machine of claim 12 wherein there are three phase windings, each phase winding comprises four fractional-pitched coils and wherein each coil encircles two stator teeth.

14. The reluctance machine of claim 13 wherein the coils are positioned within the stator such that the mutual inductances between the phase windings are symmetric.

15. The reluctance machine of claim 13 wherein the coils are positioned within the stator such that the mutual inductances between the phase windings are non-symmetric.

16. The reluctance machine of claim 10 wherein the mutual inductances between the respective phase windings are non-symmetric.
17. A reluctance machine system comprising:
   a reluctance machine comprising a plurality of phase windings where each phase winding comprises a plurality of fractional-pitched coils; and
   a power drive, the drive having a plurality of outputs electrically coupled to the phase windings of the reluctance machine.

18. The reluctance machine system of claim 17 wherein the power drive comprises a full H-bridge drive where there are four power switching devices associated with each of the drive outputs.

19. The reluctance machine system of claim 17 wherein the power drive comprises a half H-bridge drive where there are two power switching devices associated with each of the drive outputs.

20. A method of energizing a reluctance machine comprising a plurality of phase windings where each phase winding comprises a plurality of fractional-pitched coils, the method comprising the step of energizing two or more of the phase windings such that, for any given rotor position, the torque output of the machine at that position is a function of the change in the self inductance of at least one of the windings as a function of rotor position and the change in the mutual inductance between at least two of the windings as a function of rotor position.

21. A reluctance machine system comprising:
   a reluctance machine having a plurality of fractional-pitched phase windings; and
   a drive electrically coupled to the phase windings, the drive including a plurality of switching arrangements, where each switching arrangement is adapted to provide bi-polar excitation current to one of the fractional-pitched phase windings, and wherein the number of switching arrangements is less than the number of fractional-pitched phase windings.

22. The system of claim 21 wherein each switching arrangement comprises a full H-bridge.

23. The system of claim 21 wherein the number of switching arrangements is one less than the number of phase windings.
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